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Food Delivery  
Start Your Business With
Our Cutting Edge Solutions
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Customer App & Website

Deliverable’s Include: 

Driver App
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Admin DashboardRestaurant Dashboard
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Revolutionize Your Food
Delivery Business With Us
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Schedule Order

Users can either arrange
an item's delivery in

advance or place an order
for immediate delivery.

Apply Filters

Users can add filters to
the list of available things

and choose the items
they want to order.

Promo Codes

Users can avail discounts on
their food orders by using the

promo codes, helping
businesses drive more sales.

Refer & Earn

Users can earn extra
rewards by referring the
app to their family and

friends.

Delivery Updates

Users get regular
updates on delivery
status and can track

delivery progress.

Top-Notch Feature
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Scheduled Deliveries

Customers are allowed to
schedule their orders as per

their needs

SOS Feature

Customers can send
notifications to the admin

and delivery agent.

Loyalty Points

Customers earn points for
each purchase they

make, which can then be
redeemed for discounts

on future purchases.

Map-Tracking

Customers can track the
order status and

estimate the delivery
time of the order.

Review & Rating

Users get regular
updates on delivery
status and can track

delivery progress.

And many more...



Elevate Your Delivery
Experience with Our Driver App
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GPS & Navigation
GPS tracking feature helps delivery

agents deliver the order at the right time.

Handling Orders
Delivery agents can check out the

order request using this feature

Order Preparation
Delivery agents will get real-time
updates on the status of the food being
prepared.

Map - Tracking
Allow delivery agents to update their live

location and delivery status. This keeps the
admin informed about the customer’s order.

Share Availability
Delivery agents are allowed to inform about
their availability to pick up and deliver food
orders.

Transparent  Payouts 
Tell your delivery agent the total amount they

earned. It shows that you value your agents while
maintaining transparency in the business.

Profile Management
Delivery agents can manage their profiles using
a friendly interface, including names, vehicle
types, nameplates, license numbers, etc.

Delivery Details
Agents get pickup and delivery

details so that they can immediately
decide the best route to take.

Order Notification
The driver will receive a notification
on the app about the order details.

Chat Integration
Real-time interactivity can help delivery
agents interact with the customer, admin,
and support teams whenever needed.



Robust Admin dashboard
for comprehensive
platform management



Top-Notch Feature

Order History
Admin can easily check the order
history, including what order is
canceled, completed, or rejected.

Manage Users
Manage stores, customers, and
delivery providers with ease. This helps
businesses improve their efficiency.

Earning Reports
Manage payments and calculate dues
in real time with the help of our robust
solution.

Status Tracking
Admin can track the delivery
agent’s location and guide them
with the smart route.

Advanced Analytics
Get the order data in real-time and
use the data to improve business.

Customer Feedback
Track the customer feedback and
know where the improvements are
needed. 
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Empower your restaurant
with a sturdy merchant
panel designed
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Subscription Plan
Vendors can choose among the

various paid subscriptions for adding
food items, editing banners, etc.

Instant Notification
Vendors are notified instantly
whenever an order is placed,

dispatched, or delivered.

Progressive Web App
PWAs aim to provide an app-like

experience on the mobile web. These
apps even work offline for all users.

Manage Earnings
Vendors can manage their daily

earnings based on the orders
they complete.

Customer Feedback
Vendors can check customer

feedback and understand their
views on food and restaurants.

Reports & Analytics
Interactive dashboards give vendors a

complete report on how their restaurants
are doing in terms of sales and revenue.

Top-Notch Feature



Transform Your
Business With Online
Food Delivery App

Unlock the full potential of your food
business with our unique services.


